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A B O U T  C O T O P A X I

Gear for Good®
Lasting gear, lasting impact. Our Gear for Good® promise is to make 

durable gear as sustainably and ethically as possible. It’s also our 

commitment to donate at least 1% of our revenue to help communities 

experiencing poverty.  

LEFT - A student studies during class at a school in Tunja, Colombia that uses the Fundación Escuela 

Nueva’s educational model. The Fundación Escuela Nueva is one of the Cotopaxi Foundation’s 

grantee organizations. RIGHT - from top: Refugees participate in a workshop with the IRC, another 

Cotopaxi grantee organization; A sewer works at our partner factory in Tianjin, China.

In 2013, we set out to build an outdoor gear company that would 

serve as a vehicle to fight extreme poverty. Today, drawing 

on best practices from the outdoor industry and sustainable 

development sector, we equip the curious with innovative gear 

to adventure out and build a more equitable world together. 

Every year, we direct at least 1% of our revenue to the 

Cotopaxi Foundation. Launched in 2019, the Foundation 

awards grants to nonprofits working to improve health, 

education, and livelihood, with a focus on Latin America. 

When it comes to products, we minimize our footprint and always 

explore new ways to be forward-thinking by using repurposed, 

recycled, and responsibly sourced materials. Our Del Día Collection 

uses only repurposed fabrics, which helps keep good material out 

of the landfill. All our down insulation products are Responsible 

Down Standard certified. By 2025, our goal is to use repurposed, 

recycled, or responsibly sourced materials in 100% of our products. 

To meet the highest standards of supply chain transparency, 

we share our factories publicly and conduct ongoing due 

diligence and collaborative programming to ensure workers 

are treated with dignity. We also award grants to our major 

factories to support worker-led programs like organic gardens, 

university scholarships, and employee carpooling.
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White Black Graphite Bone Birch Cavern

RaspberryChestnut Dahlia Spice Earthen Sand

Thistle CanyonCurrant Flame Amber Hops

Citron Sunshine Iron Oak Forest Fern

Lichen Bluegrass Silver Leaf Storm Maritime Pacific

Saltwater Blue Sky River Ice Mineral Blue Deep Ocean

Color Story 1: Redwoods

Color Story 2: Yellowstone

Color Story 3: Big Sky



Apparel
Lightweight, responsibly sourced insulation. 
Packable designs. And streamlined fit.



Black BlackAbrazo Hooded 
Full-Zip Jacket
This stand-out fleece is your day-to-day saving grace, 

whether you’re keeping cozy outdoors, at home, or 

across the world.

Features & Materials
• Stretchy, zippered chest pocket

• Elastic binding at collar and cuffs

• Front hand pockets

• Fitted scuba hood with elastic edge binding

• Woven overlay at shoulders and hood for additional 

weather protection

• Shell: 100% recycled polyester (215 gsm) 

• Woven overlay/chest pocket: 85% nylon/15% spandex

Price
$135.00 MSRP

Sizes

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Abrazo Half-Zip  
Fleece Jacket 
A camp classic, Cotopaxi style. Made from 

recycled polyester, the Abrazo takes cues from 

the retro low pile fleece, but stands out for its 

color-blocking, longer zipper length, and non-

traditional shoulder seams.

Features & Materials
• Stretch woven external chest pocket

• Elastic binding at collar and cuffs

• Two hand pockets 

• Shell: 100% recycled polyester (215 gsm) 

• Chest pocket: 85% nylon/15% spandex  

Price
$110.00 MSRP

Sizes

Canyon/RaspberryBone/Deep Ocean

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Teca Fleece Hooded 
Half-Zip Jacket 
 

Get cozy quick. This half-zip Teca Fleece silhouette 

combines recycled polyester fleece, repurposed taffeta, 

and a scuba hood for sustainable, retro style. 

Features & Materials
• 100% recycled polyester 

• Repurposed taffeta 

• Elastic binding hem and cuffs

• Kangaroo hand pockets

• Cozy scuba hood

• Shell: recycled microfleece (255gsm) 

• Stripes: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish 

Price
$130.00 MSRP

Sizes

Stone’s ThrowAquarius

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Teca Fleece 
Hooded Full-Zip 
Jacket  
 

The Teca Fleece Hooded Full-Zip is great as 

a stand-alone jacket or midlayer. Each fleece 

is made from best-in-class, recycled fleece 

and repurposed polyester taffeta that would 

otherwise end up in the landfill.

Features & Materials
• Cozy scuba hood for secure fit

• Elastic binding hood, hem, and cuffs

• Two hand pockets

• Shell: 100% recycled polyester fleece (255gsm)

• Stripes: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish 

Price
$140.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW STYLE

Danger ZoneBuilding Bridges

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL



More colors available; ask about our current selection

Teca Fleece 
Full-Zip Jacket  
 

Featuring repurposed, retro-inspired stripes, 

the Teca is a unique full-zip fleece you’ll wear 

for years to come. And starting this season, it’s 

made from 100% recycled polyester fleece.

Features & Materials
• 100% recycled polyester 

• Repurposed taffeta 

• Elastic binding hem and cuffs

• Two hand pockets

• Shell: recycled microfleece (255 gsm) 

• Stripes: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish 

Price
$110.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL

Dive InRacehorse



Teca Fleece 
Pullover 
 

A classic fleece with undeniable appeal and 

unlimited use cases. Throw it on for quick and 

cozy warmth. 

Features & Materials
• 100% recycled polyester 

• Repurposed taffeta chest stripe and snap placket 

• Center front snap opening

• Elastic binding hem and cuffs

• Kangaroo hand pockets 

• Shell: recycled microfleece (255 gsm) 

• Stripes: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish 

Price
$100.00 MSRP

Sizes

OffshoreRegrowth

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Teca Fleece Vest 
 

Limited-edition, made with recycled/

repurposed materials, and bright as can be, 

the Teca Fleece Vest is perfect for early spring 

or late fall days when a puffer is overkill, or as a 

layer under a jacket come winter.

Features & Materials
• Repurposed taffeta

• Elastic binding collar, hem, and armholes

• Two hand pockets 

• Shell: 100% recycled polyester fleece (255gsm)

• Stripes: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish 

Price
$85.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW STYLE

Grand IsleWalk About

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Amado Fleece 
Pullover 
 

You won’t ever want to take off this 100% 

recycled midlayer. The Amado Pullover is a 

half-zip, lightweight fleece that pairs perfectly 

with your favorite tee and down jacket, but is 

also awesome worn solo. 

Features & Materials
• Soft, recycled fleece

• Woven logo label

• Elastic binding at cuffs and hem

• Half-zip opening with contrast trim

• 100% recycled polyester (185gsm)

Price
$75.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW STYLE

GraphiteCavern Maritime 

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XS-XL

Men S-XXL



Do Good 
Organic Full-Zip 
Hoodie 
 

To make the world a better place through 

better apparel, our Do Good Organic Full-

Zip Hoodie uses a blend of organic cotton 

and recycled polyester that next-levels your 

comfort and goes a little easier on the planet.

Features & Materials
• Manufactured in a Fair Trade Certified™ factory

• Double layer 2-piece hood

• Contrast retro piping around hood opening and 

shoulder seam

• Double dip tip cotton drawcord

• Hand pockets

• Rib cuff and hem

• Relaxed fit

• Shell 1: 80% organic cotton, 20% recycled polyester 

(300gsm)

• Rib: 57% organic cotton, 38% recycled polyester, 5% 

spandex (370gsm)

Price
$75.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW STYLE

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XS-XL

Men S-XXL

Cavern

Heather Grey



Cielo Rain 
Jacket 
 

The Cielo is a unique take on the traditional 

outdoor rain jacket. It’s not just the Cielo’s 

design that makes it celestial—in keeping with 

our Gear For Good promise, this rain jacket 

is made from PFC-free recycled materials so 

you can stay dry in bouts of light-to-moderate 

precipitation, minus unwanted chemicals.

Features & Materials
• Full seam taping keeps water out 

• One touch hood adjustment

• Two zippered hand pockets

• Zippered chest pocket

• Velcro adjustment cuff

• Encased sectional elastic at hem for secure fit

• 100% recycled polyester 

• 10k/10k membrane PFC-free DWR (150gsm)

Price
$145.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW STYLE

CavernBlack

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XS-XL

Men S-XXL



Teca Half-Zip 
Windbreaker 
 

The Teca is a highly packable, weather resistant layer 

that’s ideal for windy ridge hikes, breezy bike rides, and 

minimalist travels. This season, we’ve streamlined the 

design and created men’s and women’s versions for 

improved fit. We also upgraded the fabric for next-to-

skin smoothness and added a zip pocket to boost in-

movement comfort. 

Features & Materials
• Combination of repurposed polyester taffeta with new ripstop 

woven fabric in high movement areas for next-to-skin comfort and 

improved wearability

• Elastic bindings at hood, cuffs, and hem 

• Back panel vent

• Kangaroo hand pocket

• Packs into front zip pocket

• Wind and water-resistant

• Updated, relaxed fit for women’s curves and comfortable layering

• Shell: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish and 600 mm PU 

backer 

• Shell 2: repurposed polyester ripstop with DWR finish and 600 mm 

PU backer 

Price
$80.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

BullseyePostcard



Capa Insulated 
Hooded Jacket 
 

Designed to keep you cozy on winter 

adventures, the Capa Hooded Jacket features 

smaller baffles, a scuba hood, and a technical, 

movement-friendly zipper that makes it 

well-suited for layering. We used the new 

Gold P.U.R.E. insulation from PrimaLoft® and 

recycled nylon so you can feel as good as  

you look.

Features & Materials
• Scuba hood for a snug fit 

• Elastic binding at hood and cuffs

• Adjustable drawcord waist

• Zippered hand pockets

• Shell/lining: 100% recycled nylon 20D ripstop PFC-Free 

WR (40gsm)

• Insulation: PrimaLoft Gold P.U.R.E. (80gsm)

Price
$235.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW STYLE

Black ChestnutBlack Pacific

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Capa Insulated 
Jacket 
 

Built for active cold weather pursuits, the 

Capa Insulated Jacket features zippered hand 

pockets and a technical, movement-friendly 

zipper that makes this jacket well-suited for 

layering. And by using Gold P.U.R.E. synthetic 

insulation from PrimaLoft®, it performs well 

even in wet conditions. 

Features & Materials
• Elastic binding at hood and cuffs

• Adjustable drawcord waist

• Zippered hand pockets

• Shell/lining: 100% recycled nylon 20D ripstop PFC-Free 

WR (40gsm)

• Insulation: PrimaLoft Gold P.U.R.E. (80gsm)

Price
$215.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW STYLE

Martime Saltwater Deep Ocean Forest

More colors available; ask about our current selection

Women XXS-XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Best in Down 
 
The Responsible Down Standard provides consumers 
with a guarantee that the insulated products they’re 
purchasing are made responsibly.

We’re obsessed with making our jackets as great as possible, inside and 
out. That’s why every style in our insulation collection is Responsible Down 
Standard (RDS) certified. 

The RDS is an independent, voluntary standard that recognizes best 
practices in animal welfare and ensures the down and features used in a 
product are ethically sourced. 

To be RDS certified, a product must come from a transparent, audited 
supply chain that prioritizes the humane treatment of ducks and geese. 



Fuego Hooded 
Down Jacket
Call us crazy, but if we had to choose a single 

jacket for year-round warmth, this would be 

it. Retro striping, a mobile fit, and a handy 

hood make this down jacket the ultimate in 

quintessential Cotopaxi insulation. 

Features & Materials
• Updated fit for improved comfort and range of motion

• Scuba hood for secure fit

• Elastic binding at hood and cuffs

• Adjustable drawcord waist

• Two interior stash pockets

• Zippered hand pockets

• Packs into internal pocket

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish 

• Insulation: 800-fill responsibly sourced, water-resistant 

down

• Lining: 20D mini-ripstop nylon

Price
$275.00 MSRP

Sizes

Deep Ocean/IceDeep Ocean/
Mineral Blue

Women XXS–XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Fuego Down 
Jacket
The Fuego is our quintessential insulation 

layer. Made with responsibly sourced, water-

resistant 800-fill down and a water-resistant 

DWR-finished ripstop nylon shell, this 

lightweight insulated jacket is one we turn  

to year-round, from summer camping to  

winter wandering.

Features & Materials
• Updated fit for improved comfort and range of motion

• Elastic binding at cuffs

• Adjustable drawcord waist

• Two interior stash pockets

• Zippered hand pockets

• Packs into internal pocket

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish

• Insulation: 800-fill responsibly sourced,  

water-resistant down

• 20D mini-ripstop nylon lining

• Weight: 14oz (397g)

Price
$245.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XXS–XXL

Men XS-XXXL

Deep Ocean StripesForest Stripes

NEW STYLE



Fuego Down 
Vest
 

Made with responsibly sourced, 800-fill down, 

the Fuego Down Vest is an indispensably 

versatile outer layer and midlayer in one.

Features & Materials
• Updated fit for improved comfort and range of motion

• Elastic binding at cuffs

• Adjustable drawcord waist

• Two interior stash pockets

• Zippered hand pockets

• Packs into internal pocket

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish

• Insulation: 800-fill responsibly sourced, 

water-resistant down

• 20D mini-ripstop nylon lining

• Weight: 14oz (397g)

Price
$165.00 MSRP

Sizes

Raspberry/CanyonDeep Ocean 
Stripes

Women XXS–XXL

Men XS-XXXL



Hats & 
Accessories



Teca Fleece 
Beanie
We took the coziness and resourcefulness of 

our bestselling Teca Fleece and turned it into a 

beanie for chillier days.

Features & Materials
• Made from 100% recycled polyester fleece

• Simple beanie silhouette

• 100% recycled polyester fleece (255gsm)

Price
$25.00 MSRP

Sizes
One size fits most

NEW STYLE



Teca Fleece 
Scarf
We channeled the coziness and 

resourcefulness of our bestselling Teca Fleece 

into a color-blocked scarf that even comes 

with a handy zippered pocket. 

Features & Materials
• Zippered pocket

• Shell: 100% recycled polyester fleece (255gsm)

• Stripes: Repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish

• Length: 170cm

• Width: 23cm

Price
$30.00 MSRP

Sizes
One size fits most

NEW STYLE



Teca Fleece 
Headband
We channeled the coziness and 

resourcefulness of our bestselling Teca Fleece 

into a headband.

Features & Materials
• 100% recycled polyester fleece (255gsm) 

Price
$20.00 MSRP

Sizes
One size fits most

NEW STYLE



Teca Fleece Full 
Finger Gloves
We took the coziness and resourcefulness of 

our bestselling Teca Fleece and turned it into 

full-finger gloves.

Features & Materials
• Cozy full-finger gloves

• Stretch rib cuff

• 100% recycled polyester fleece (255gsm) 

Price
$25.00 MSRP

Sizes
XS - XXL

NEW STYLE



Fuego Down 
Scarf
We turned your favorite down jacket into 

a down scarf for your mosty blustery 

adventures.

Features & Materials
• Hand pockets

• Pull-through slits

• One size fits most

• Shell: 20D ripstop nylon with DWR finish (37gsm)

• Insulation: 800-fill responsibly sourced,  

water-resistant down

Price
$80.00 MSRP

Sizes
One size fits most

NEW STYLE



Alto Beanie
This color-blocked beanie has just the right 

amount of stripe. The Alto looks and feels 

great year-round—whether you’re chilling by 

the campsite in June or sledding in December.

Features & Materials
• Woven label

• Birdseye knit

• 100% recycled polyester

Price
$35.00 MSRP

Sizes
One size fits most

NEW STYLE



Cumbre Beanie
Rep Cotopaxi or go festive with a variety of 

colors and prints in this heritage-inspired 

Cumbre beanie.

Features & Materials
• Soft fold-over cuff

• Pom pom

• Unique retro-inspired knit designs

• 100% recycled polyester

Price
$35.00 MSRP

Sizes
One size fits most

NEW STYLE



Tozo Beanie
Featuring a timeless beanie silhouette, 

the Tozo is especially cozy during fall and 

winter, and it’s perfect for beanie lovers who 

prefer something between statement and 

understatement.

Features & Materials
• Made from 100% recycled polyester

• Classic beanie silhouette

Price
$35.00 MSRP

Sizes
One size fits most

NEW STYLE



Wharf Beanie
Keep bad hair days hidden and your head nice 

and warm. Wear the Wharf Beanie from the 

cabin to the ski lift, or around town for a touch 

of laid-back style. This beanie’s soft, stretchy 

fabric provides both a cozy feel and quick-

drying performance.

Features & Materials
• Woven, dual-sided label

• Versatile design can be worn folded over or relaxed

• One size fits most

• 100% acrylic fabric in a stretchy rib-knit

Price
$29.00 MSRP

Sizes
One size fits most

NEW STYLE



Allpa Travel 
Collection
Durable and versatile packs designed with 
travel-savvy features.



Allpa 28L Travel 
Pack
 

Travel fast and light with the Allpa 28L—a smaller, more 

agile version of the Allpa 35L Travel Pack that is better 

suited to weekend trips.

Features & Materials
• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system

• Carry-on-compatible

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester

• 840D ballistic nylon paneling

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the 

main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartment on the 

left side

• Padded laptop and tablet sleeve

• Top zippered pocket

• Security YKK zippers

• Tuck-away straps

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included raincover

Price
$170.00 MSRP

Specs

Desert

Volume Size Weight

28L (1709 cu in) 19 x 11 x 9 in (49 x 28 x 23 cm) 2 lb 10 oz (1190 g)

More colors available; ask about our current selection



Allpa 35L Travel 
Pack
 

The Allpa is a rugged pack built for adventure travel. 

Sized for carry-on convenience, it’s loaded with well-

designed features and is tough enough to handle years 

of use.

Features & Materials
• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system

• Removable waist belt for simple stowage in tight compartments

• Carry-on-compatible 35L capacity

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester

• Lighter weight, more durable 840D ballistic nylon paneling

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartment on the left side

• Padded laptop and tablet sleeve for easy + secure tech storage 

• Shortcut zipper to main compartment so you can access your stuff 

in tight quarters

• Top zippered pocket ideal for small travel essentials, like your wallet 

and passport

• Security YKK zippers keep your focus on the adventure at hand

• Four carabiner lash loops to haul more gear

• Tuck-away shoulder straps

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included rain cover

Price
$200.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

35L (2135 cu in) 22 x 12 x 10 in (56 x 30 x 25 cm) 3 lb 8 oz (1588 g)

Verde

More colors available; ask about our current selection



Allpa 50L Duffel
 

Pack it up, pack it up. Our best-selling Allpa has 

metamorphosed into a burly travel duffel that carries like 

a backpack whenever you please.

Features & Materials
• Stowable duffel carry straps 

• Removable backpack harness

• Large main compartment with zippered interior organization under 

flap

• 2 exterior accessory pockets for smaller items, key clip included in 

side pocket

• Dirty laundry compartment at bottom with mesh organizer pocket

• Dual grab handles on both ends

• Daisy chains on both sides

Price
$140.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

50L (3052cu in) 23 x 13 x 12in (58 x  33 x 30cm) 2lb 10oz (200g)

More colors available; ask about our current selection



Cada Día
Made with recycled materials and thoughtful 
storage for everyday use.



Torre 24L Bucket 
Pack - Cada Día
This versatile daypack seamlessly blends modern 

functionality with heritage style. The Torre’s internal 

organization includes a padded 15” laptop sleeve and 

a variety of accessory pockets. Plus, the padded back 

panel and shoulder straps utilize breathable air mesh to 

improve comfort in any climate.

Features & Materials
• Top-loading bucket opening

• Front haul handle

• Front daisy chain to clip on more essentials

• Compression straps

• 15” padded laptop sleeve

• Fleece-lined pocket

• Padded airmesh back panel offers breathability

• Ergonomic shoulder straps

• Removable waist belt 

• Shell 1/front panel/bottom: 840D recycled nylon w/TPU coating

• Shell 2/main body: 630D recycled nylon

• Shell 3/top closure: 150D recycled poly ripstop

Price
$135.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

24L (1465 cu in) 21 x 12 x 6 in (53 x 30 x 15 cm) 1 lb 13 oz (.8 kg)

NEW STYLE



Vaya 18L Backpack 
- Cada Día 
 

A neighborhood-inspired pack for “go, go, go” days. 

When you think of the ideal, organized, easy-going 

backpack, think of Vaya. 

Features & Materials
• Large U-Zip access to main compartment

• Front accessory pocket

• Dual front daisy chains

• Padded 15” laptop sleeve with accessory sleeves

• Fleece-lined interior accessory pocket

• Ergonomic harness with removable sternum strap

• Padded backpanel with breathable mesh

• Recycled 840D nylon with TPU coating

• Recycled 630D nylon

Price
$100.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

18L (1098cu in) 19 x 11 x 6in (48 x 28 x 15cm) 1lb 8oz (680g)



Chasqui 13L Sling - 
Cada Día
Named for the famed messengers of the Incan Empire, 

the Chasqui is a modern messenger bag with ample 

space for your essentials—including your laptop.

Features & Materials
• Padded shoulder strap

• Load-lifter strap 

• Wrap-around zipper allows for dual side-entry access 

• A front, top-access pocket provides extra organization for 

smaller items

• Narrow, dual-sided daisy chain allows you to pack extra gear 

• Multiple grab handles 

• Back panel secure pocket for extra security

• Dual-sided D-Rings allow the shoulder strap to be oriented for left 

or right preference

• Front: 840D water-resistant hypalon

• Main Body: 630D recycled nylon

Price
$75.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

13L (793 cu in) 18 x 10 x 5 in (46 x 25 x 13 cm  1 lb 2 oz (510 g)



Coso 2L Hip Pack - 
Cada Día 
 

Never underestimate the hip pack. This sporty bag 

brings hands-free convenience and peace of mind to 

local wanderings and foreign exploits. 

Features & Materials
• Main opening provides easy access to 

your essentials 

• Interior hanging phone pocket with 

fleece lining 

• Side compression straps with multiple adjustment points

• Interior front flap pocket for easy access to wallet or transit pass

• Back security zippered pocket  

• Multiple grab handles 

• Recycled 840D nylon with  

TPU coating

• Recycled 630D nylon

Price
$55.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

3L (183cu in) 11 x 7 x 3in (28 x 18 x 8cm) 10oz (280g)



Todo 16L 
Convertible Tote - 
Cada Día
Bag the best of both worlds with the convertible Todo, 

which easily toggles between being a backpack or a tote. 

Interior organization includes a padded 15” laptop sleeve 

and a fleece-lined pocket for sunglasses or a phone.

Features & Materials
• Top zippered opening

• Tote carry handles

• Front daisy chains to clip on more essentials

• Tuckable shoulder straps

• 15” padded laptop sleeve

• Fleece-lined pocket

• Main Body: 330D recycled nylon ripstop

• Interior lining: 225D recycled polyester ripstop

Price
$85.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

16L (976 cu in) 17 x 13 x 12 in (43 x 33 x 31 cm) 1 lb. 3 oz (.52 kg)

NEW STYLE



The Del Día 
Collection 
One-of-a-kind. 100% repurposed fabric. Uniquely yours.

Del Día bags are made in the Philippines using fabric left over from other 
companies’ production runs. This helps keep good material out of the 
landfill, and puts it into the hands of thoughtful adventurers like you.



Allpa 28L Travel 
Pack - Del Día
Travel fast and light with the Allpa 28L—a smaller, more agile version of 

the Allpa 35L Travel Pack that is better suited to weekend trips.

The Allpa 28L Del Día combines adventure and sustainability. Plus, each 

pack is one of a kind. 

Features & Materials

• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system

• Carry-on-compatible

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester

• 840D ballistic nylon paneling

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on 

the main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on  

the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartment on the left side

• Padded laptop and tablet sleeve

• Top zippered pocket

• Security YKK zippers

• Tuck-away straps

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included raincover

Price
$170.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

28L (1709 cu in) 19 x 11 x 9in (49 x 28 x 23cm) 2lb 10oz (1190g)



Allpa 35L Travel 
Pack - Del Día
 

The Allpa is a rugged pack built for adventure travel. 

Sized for carry-on convenience, it’s loaded with well-

designed features and is tough enough to handle years 

of use.

Features & Materials

• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system

• Removable waist belt for simple stowage in tight compartments

• Carry-on-compatible 35L capacity

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester

• Lighter weight, more durable 840D ballistic nylon paneling

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartment on the left side

• Padded laptop and tablet sleeve for easy + secure tech storage 

• Shortcut zipper to main compartment so you can access your stuff 

in tight quarters

• Top zippered pocket ideal for small travel essentials, like your wallet 

and passport

• Security YKK zippers keep your focus on the adventure at hand

• Four carabiner lash loops to haul more gear

• Tuck-away shoulder straps

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included rain cover

Price
$190.00 MSRP

Specs

Volume Size Weight

35L (2135 cu in) 22 x 12 x 10 in (56 x 30 x 25 cm) 3 lb 8 oz (1588 g)



Batac 16L Backpack - Del Día 
 

A do-it-all, super sustainable pack with the space and compartments you crave. Plus, the Batac is made from 

100% repurposed fabric, which makes each bag one of a kind. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Front zippered pocket

• Two mesh side pockets

• Ultralight mesh shoulder straps 

• Large main compartment

• Internal hydration sleeve

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric 

• 16L (976 cu in) 

• 17 x 8 x 8 in  

 (43 x 20 x 20 cm)

• 11 oz (312 g)

$65.00

Batac 24L Backpack - Del Día   
 

Same Batac, but with more space for more stuff. Each Batac is one of a kind and made from 

100% repurposed fabric. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Front zippered pocket

• Two mesh side pockets

• Ultralight mesh shoulder straps 

• Large main compartment

• Internal hydration sleeve

• Hydration port 

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric

• 24L (1465 cu in) 

• 19 x 11 x 8 in  

 (49 x 28 x 20 cm)

• 1 lb 2 oz (512 g)

$85.00



Inca 26L Backpack - Del Día
 

The Inca 26L Pack features a clean design, intelligent storage and a super-comfortable padded mesh 

suspension for increased ventilation. The main compartment features a hydration sleeve that doubles as a 

laptop sleeve, and external daisy chains. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• 210d nylon ripstop shell fabric

• Padded, highly breathable back panel and 

shoulder straps

• Adjustable chest, waist, and shoulder straps

• Internal hydration sleeve with hang loop

• Zippered top pocket with key clip and two 

zippered side pockets

• Two side water bottle pockets

• Large zippered cell phone pocket on 

shoulder strap

• Stowable ice axe loops and side trekking 

pole attachments

• Fits up to a 13in laptop

• 26L (1587cu in)

• 21 x 12 x 9in (53.3 x 

30.5 x 22.86cm)

• 1lb 14oz (850g)

$125.00 MSRP 

Cusco 26L Backpack - Del Día
 

The Cusco is an amply-sized backpack ideal for both heavy and light-load days at school or work. And 

because the Cusco is made from 100% repurposed fabric, each bag is also one of a kind. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Internal laptop sleeve fits most  

 15-inch laptops 

• Internal organization inside  

 front pocket

• Adjustable chest and shoulder straps  

• Breathable padded back panel and  

 shoulder straps 

• Two front zippered pockets, one  

 with key clip 

• Two water bottle pockets

• Repurposed 600D polyester fabric 

• 26L (1586 cu in) 

• 21 x 13 x 9 in (53 x 33  

 x 23 cm)

• 1 lb 9 oz (700 g)

$110.00



Luzon 18L Backpack - Del Día 
 

Stuff it up, cinch it closed, and you’re on your way. Made from 100% repurposed fabric, the Luzon is your 

perfect throw-and-go pack. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Large main compartment

• Top drawstring closure

• Front zippered pocket

• Durable yet lightweight

• Ultralight mesh shoulder straps 

• Internal hydration sleeve

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop nylon  

 shell fabric 

• 18L (1098 cu in) 

• 21 x 10 x 8 in  

 (53 x 25 x 20 cm)

• 12 oz (340 g)

$60.00

Luzon 24L Backpack - Del Día 
 

A classic Luzon with a little more room, plus additional user-friendly features. Plus, the Luzon is made from 

100% repurposed fabric, which makes each bag one of a kind. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Large main compartment

• Zippered shoe pocket with  

 internal divider

• Top drawstring closure

• Front zippered pocket

• Ultralight mesh shoulder straps 

• Internal organizer with key clip 

• Dual mesh water bottle pockets

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric

• 24L (1465 cu in) 

• 22 x 10 x 10 in  

 (56 x 25 x 25 cm)

• 1 lb 1 oz (482 g) 

$80.00



Bogotá 20L Backpack - Del Día 
 

Made from 100% repurposed fabric, the Bogotá is a thoughtfully designed, stand-out backpack for 

work, school, or travel. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Internal laptop sleeve fits most  

 15-inch laptops 

• Internal organization inside  

 front pocket

• Adjustable chest and shoulder straps  

• Breathable padded back panel  

 and shoulder straps

• Front zippered pockets, one  

 with key clip 

• Two water bottle pockets

• Repurposed 600D polyester fabric 

• 20L (1159 cu in) 

• 19 x 11 x 8 in (48 x 28  

 x 20 cm) 

• 1 lb 3 oz (538 g)

$90.00 

Tarak 20L Backpack - Del Día 

The Tarak is a streamlined pack for technical adventurers who know that less is more. Plus, each Tarak is one 

of a kind and made from 100% repurposed fabric. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Streamlined ice tool carry system 

• Configurable compression  

 & lash points

• Removable foam frame sheet; 

 hardboard not included

• Hydration sleeve

• Zippered front pocket and top lid

• Low-profile shoulder straps 

• Removable waist belt 

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric 

• 20L (1220 cu in) 

• 22 x 10 x 9 in  

 (56 x 25 x 23 cm) 

• 1 lb 3 oz (539 g)

$105.00



Tasra 16L Backpack - Del Día 
 

Made with panels of bright, repurposed nylon, the convertible Tasra streamlines any commute with its 

spacious compartments and full-wrap zippered opening. Plus, each bag is one of a kind. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Full-wrap zippered opening

• Front box pockets

• Internal mesh storage compartments

• Padded laptop sleeve (fits 15 in) 

• Tuck-away straps 

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric 

• 16L (976 cu in) 

• 17 x 11 x 7 in  

 (43 x 27 x 18 cm)

• 1 lb 5 oz (596 g)

$90.00

Camaya Satchel - Del Día 
 

A handy crossbody bag that keeps your essentials close, the Camaya is big enough to carry your camera, your 

wallet, a snack, and a rain jacket. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Adjustable drawcord closure

• Adjustable shoulder strap 

• Zippered organization pocket

• Nylon carry loop 

• Repurposed nylon main  

 body construction 

• 8L (490 cu in) 

• 10 x 8 x 5 in  

 (26 x 21 x 13 cm)

• 7 oz (199 g)

$50.00 



Hielo 12L Cooler Bag - Del Día
Made partially from repurposed materials, the Hielo is a colorful cooler bag that makes eating and drinking in 

nature more enjoyable. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Holds 12 8 oz. cans with ice 

• Roll top with buckle closure

• Wide mouth opening with metal  

 frame for easy access

• FDA food-safe, seam-sealed,  

 waterproof liner

• Foam insulation 

• Side carry strap

• One side water bottle pocket

• Back grab handle 

• Heavy duty repurposed nylon/ 

 polyester shell fabric

• 12L (732 cu in) 

• 18 x 14 x 5.5 in  

 (46 x 36 x 14 cm)

• 1 lb 9 oz (708 g)

$100.00

Hielo 24L Cooler Bag - Del Día
Whether you’re picnicking in the park, spending a day at the beach, or hiking out to your favorite lake, Hielo 

makes eating and drinking in nature more convenient…and more refreshing. 100% food safe and made with a 

welded waterproof liner.

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Bucket style opening

• Top accessory pocket

• Padded shoulder straps

• Padded backpanel

• Carry handles on all sides

• Body fabric: Repurposed durable 

nylon and polyester

• Insulation: Polyethelene foam

• 24L (1465 cu in)

• 20 x 14 x 9 in (51 x 36 

x 23 cm)

$200.00

NEW STYLENEW STYLE



Taal Convertible Tote - Del Día  

Perfect as an easy around-town bag or a lightweight, convenient travel carry-on, the Taal converts from a 

messenger back to a backpack on the fly. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Zippered closure

• Adjustable shoulder strap 

• Zippered organization pocket

• Internal water bottle pouch 

• Repurposed nylon main  

 body construction 

• 12L (732 cu in) 

• 13 x 13 x 5 in  

 (33 x 33 x 13 cm)

• 8 oz (227 g)

$60.00 

Todo Convertible Tote - Del Día 
 

Choose your style with this versatile bag that easily converts between a backpack and tote. The interior 

organization includes a padded 15” laptop sleeve and a fleece lined pocket for sunglasses or a phone. The 

ergonomic and lightweight shoulder straps easily tuck away into the backpanel when you want to carry it 

as a tote. Like all of our Del Día items, no two are alike. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Top zippered opening

• Tote carry handles

• Front daisy chains to clip on  

more essentials

• Tuckable shoulder straps

• 15” padded laptop sleeve

• Fleece-lined pocket

• Repurposed nylon and polyester

• 16L (976 cu in)

• 17 x 12 x 4 in (43 x 31 

x 10 cm)

• 15 oz (.42 kg)

$75.00 

NEW STYLE



Mercado Reusable Tote -  
Del Día
 

Seeya later, single-use. With the Mercado, you’ll never have to answer the “paper or plastic” question again. 

This tote is designed for a comfortable, convenient, and eco-conscious carry. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Simple, packable and versatile design

• Can be carried as a tote or over the 

shoulder

• Stuffs away into integrated pocket

• Do Good graphic

• Durable yet lightweight,  

repurposed nylon shell fabric 

• 24L (1464cu in) 

• 22 x 16 x 4in (56 x 41 x 10in) 

• 4.2oz (120g)

$22.00 MSRP 

Tago Drawstring Backpack - 
Del Día
 

The ultimate in minimal functionality, Tago is our souped-up version of the classic drawstring. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Drawstring closure which doubles as 

backpack carry straps

• Front accessory pocket with additional 

zippered pocket

• Top carry handles

• Front daisy chain

• Back accessory pocket

• Durable yet lightweight,  

repurposed nylon shell fabric 

• 19 x 13in (48 x 33cm) 

• 5.5oz (150g)

$40.00 MSRP 

NEW STYLE NEW STYLE



Bataan Fanny Pack - Del Día 
 

The Bataan is our take on the classic fanny pack. With its 3L size, this handy hip hugger keeps necessities 

secure, organized, and close at hand.

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Front zippered pocket

• Side release buckle belt closure

• Adjustable webbing strap hip belt

• Durable yet lightweight,  

 repurposed nylon shell fabric  

• 3L (183 cu in) 

• 10 x 5 x 4 in  

 (25 x 13 x 10 cm)

• 3 oz (85 g)

$30.00 MSRP 

Maigo Neck Pouch - Del Día
 

Easy to take on and off, the perfect size for everyday essentials, and comfy to carry, the neck pouch is back. 

And with Maigo, it’s better than ever.  

Features & Materials Specs Price

• Front and back accessory pockets 

• Velcro security closure strap

• Adjustable carry strap 

• Durable yet lightweight, 

repurposed nylon shell fabric 

• 7 x 5in (18 x 13cm)

• 2oz (56g)

$25.00 MSRP  

NEW STYLE



Our Purpose
We equip the curious to adventure out and build a more equitable world.

B Corp Certified
We are part of the B Corp community, a group of companies focused on 

using business as a force for social, environmental, and economic good. 

More at cotopaxi.com/bcorp

1% for the Planet® Member
We’re proud to be a member of 1% for the Planet, a global collective of companies and 

individuals committed to donating 1% of sales to causes that support a healthier planet 

for all.

Climate Neutral Certified 
Since 2020, we are a Climate Neutral certified company, and we measure and offset 

our carbon footprint annually, while continuously taking steps to reduce our output. 

Guaranteed for Good™
Our gear should last a lifetime of adventures. If there’s a problem with a customer’s 

gear, we’ll happily repair it, replace it, or offer trade-in rewards. 

Brand and Contact Info

SEE ALL COLORS ON COTOPAXI.COM

Contact Information
group.support@cotopaxi.com

®


